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L-019-001

MassDOT has noted and considered your comment. Thank you for your

interest in the Green Line Extension Project.

 

L-019-002

MassDOT has and will continue to coordinate with state and local

agencies at appropriate milestones as the Project progresses. This will

help ensure compliance with legal requirements and, to the extent

feasible, consistency with planning and other projects.

Direct and indirect impacts to land use are described in DEIR/EA Section

5.2, Land Use, and FEIR Chapter 2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives

Analysis. MassDOT cannot control land use by property owners along

the alignment or in the vicinity of the stations, but recognizes that the

presence of rail transit can impact nearby land use both adversely and

beneficially. Station design in particular can motivate transit-oriented

development, a Commonwealth goal for sustainable land use, which

could further reduce automobile traffic congestion and improve air

quality.
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L-019-003

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of light rail storage

and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter 2,

Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. This chapter includes real

estate impacts and order-of-magnitude capital costs for each

maintenance facility alternative. FEIR Section 2.3 provides a comparison

summary of environmental impacts for the three maintenance facility

alternatives. FEIR Section 2.4 describes any construction impacts and

construction mitigation measures associated with each of the three

maintenance facility alternatives. As a result of the evaluation, Option

L was identified as the preferred maintenance facility site. However, it

should be noted that even without the use of Yard 8 for the maintenance

facility, the main line Green Line tracks will still be located in this area.

Design for the maintenance facility will be developed during the Project’s

preliminary engineering stage. The Public Involvement Plan (PIP),

Chapter 6 of the FEIR, proposes a structure for community involvement

during preliminary engineering. Chapter 8 of the FEIR describes

proposed mitigation measures and related monitoring after the

construction phase. 

 

L-019-004

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of the light rail

storage and maintenance facility alternatives is provided in FEIR Chapter

2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. As a result of the

evaluation, the Mirror H location is not recommended for further

consideration and Option L is identified as the preferred maintenance

facility site.

 

L-019-005

The conceptual plan for the Brickbottom Station will be refined during the

preliminary engineering stage, taking into consideration municipal,

neighbor, and other stakeholder concerns to the extent practical. The
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Public Involvement Plan (PIP), Chapter 6 of the FEIR, proposes a

structure for community involvement during the station design process.

 

L-019-006

DEIR/EA Section 3.7.8 describes bus, pedestrian, and bicycle access

at the proposed Union Square Station. In accordance with the

Secretary’s Certificate on the DEIR/EA, bicycle, pedestrian, bus and

automobile access at stations will be refined during preliminary

engineering. The Public Involvement Plan (PIP), Chapter 6 of the FEIR,

describes MassDOT’s plans for public outreach in the next phases of the

Project.

 

L-019-007

DEIR/EA Section 5.2 describes the Project's potential temporary and

permanent acquisitions. MassDOT will continue to evaluate opportunities

to minimize these property impacts.

 

L-019-008

MassDOT is committed to completing all planning, design, and

engineering work - including the identification of necessary property

acquisitions - for the proposed extension of the Somerville Community

Path between Lowell Street and Inner Belt Road. MassDOT is not able

at this point to commit to funding the construction of the Community

Path. The limits of the path were predicated on the connections to

Lechmere being made through the Inner Belt area via Inner Belt Road

and the proposed Urban Ring Bridge into the Lechmere area. However,

the cessation of planning for the Urban Ring Project has changed the

timing of this anticipated connection. MassDOT is unable to assume

responsibility for designing the Urban Ring Bridge as part of the Green

Line Extension Project. That being said, MassDOT is committed to

working with the City of Somerville, residents and businesses in the

Brickbottom and Inner Belt neighborhoods, and Community Path
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advocates to design the Path to create improved connectivity within the

Brickbottom and Inner Belt neighborhoods and between the Community

Path and the Green Line Extension.

 

L-019-009

To the extent possible, Green Line Extension stations will be designed

for accessible, convenient transferring between MBTA bus routes and

Green Line light rail during preliminary engineering. MassDOT will work

with the MBTA during preliminary engineering to evaluate opportunities

to improve connections between existing bus routes and

proposed stations. The Public Involvement Plan (PIP), Chapter 6 of the

FEIR, describes MassDOT’s plans for public outreach as station designs

are refined in the next phases of the Project.

 

L-019-010

MassDOT has committed to complete the final design of the proposed

Community Path between Lowell Street and the Inner Belt area.

MassDOT is not able at this point to commit to funding the construction

of the Community Path. Station and path design will promote safe and

convenient pedestrian and bicycle access to the stations.

 

L-019-011

The only Green Line Extension station that will provide parking is

Lechmere Station. Drop-off and pick-up areas will be provided at at

several stations. These will accommodate expected kiss-and-ride

activity.

 

L-019-012

As the Project advances into preliminary engineering, further

consideration will be given to the compatibility of station, track, and

infrastructure design with conceptual future Green Line additions and

extensions.
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L-019-013

In accordance with the Secretary’s Certificate on the DEIR/EA,

MassDOT has developed a Public Involvement Plan (PIP) for the Green

Line Extension Project. The PIP, Chapter 6 of the FEIR, describes

MassDOT’s plans for public outreach in the next phases of the Project.

 

L-019-014

As discussed in DEIR/EA Chapter 6 and FEIR Chapter 8, MassDOT has

complied with FTA-established guidelines to identify and then eliminate,

minimize, or offset noise and vibration impacts to sensitive receptors

above regulatory thresholds. The stakeholder coordination process for

Project mitigation is described in FEIR Section 6.3, Public Outreach

Strategies. FEIR Chapter 8 describes next steps related to mitigation

measures and post-construction mitigation.

 

L-019-015

In accordance with the Secretary’s Certificate on the DEIR/EA,

MassDOT has prepared an FEIR for the Green Line Extension Project.

This limited scope FEIR addresses those requirements specified in the

Secretary’s Certificate on the DEIR/EA.

 

L-019-016

Included as attachment to L-022, Somerville, City of, Office of Strategic

Planning and Community Development. Please see Comments L-022-

034 through L-022-053.  

 

L-019-017

Please see Comments L-019-020 through L-019-022.

 

L-019-018

Please see Comments L-019-016 through L-019-019.
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L-019-019

Please see Comments L-019-023 through L-019-026.

 

L-019-020

Included as attachment to L-020, Somerville, City of, Board of Aldermen.

Please see Comments L-020-007 through L-020-009.
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L-019-021

MassDOT has and will continue to coordinate with state and local

agencies at appropriate milestones as the Project progresses. This will

help ensure compliance with legal requirements and, to the extent

feasible, consistency with planning and other projects.
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L-019-022

MassDOT has committed to complete the final design of the proposed

Community Path between Lowell Street and the Inner Belt area.

MassDOT is not able to commit to funding the construction of

the Community Path. However, MassDOT will continue to work with the

City of Somerville to identify potential state and Federal funding

opportunities for the construction of the Community Path.

 

L-019-023

MassDOT has and will continue to coordinate with state and local

agencies at appropriate milestones as the Project progresses. This will

help ensure compliance with legal requirements and, to the extent

feasible, consistency with planning and other projects.
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L-019-024

MassDOT has and will continue to coordinate with state and local

agencies at appropriate milestones as the Project progresses. This will

help ensure compliance with legal requirements and, to the extent

feasible, consistency with planning and other projects.
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L-019-025

MassDOT has committed to complete the final design of the proposed

Community Path between Lowell Street and the Inner Belt area.

MassDOT is not able to commit to funding the construction of

the Community Path. However, MassDOT will continue to work with the

City of Somerville to identify potential state and Federal funding

opportunities for the construction of the Community Path.

 

L-019-026

MassDOT has and will continue to coordinate with state and local

agencies at appropriate milestones as the Project progresses. This will

help ensure compliance with legal requirements and, to the extent

feasible, consistency with planning and other projects.
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L-019-027

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of the light rail

storage and maintenance facility alternatives is provided in FEIR Chapter

2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. As a result of the

evaluation, the Mirror H location is not recommended for further

consideration and Option L is identified as the preferred maintenance

facility site.
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L-020-001

In accordance with the Secretary’s Certificate on the DEIR/EA,

MassDOT has prepared an FEIR for the Green Line Extension Project.

This limited scope FEIR addresses those requirements specified in the

Secretary’s Certificate on the DEIR/EA.

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of the light rail

storage and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter

2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. As a result of the

evaluation, the Yard 8 location is not recommended for further

consideration and Option L is identified as the preferred maintenance

facility site.

As described in DEIR/EA Section 3.7, Build Alternatives, although the

extension to Mystic Valley Parkway/Route 16 was considered the

Preferred Alternative for a full-build of the Green Line Extension

Project, limitations on available funding prohibit the

Commonwealth from extending the Green Line beyond College Avenue

at this time.

MassDOT has committed to completing the final design of the proposed

Community Path between Lowell Street and the Inner Belt area. 

MassDOT is not able at this point to commit to funding the construction

of the Community Path.

 

L-020-002

The DEIR/EA and FEIR (Chapter 5, Lechmere Station) include

conceptual station designs. These stations are designed to be consistent

with MBTA standards and compliant with ADA. Detailed designs for each

station will be further developed during the Project’s preliminary

engineering stage. The process for coordinating with the local
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communities during station design is described in the Public Involvement

Plan (PIP), Chapter 6 of the FEIR.
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L-020-003

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of the light rail

storage and maintenance facility alternatives is provided in FEIR Chapter

2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. As a result of the

evaluation, the Mirror H location is not recommended for further

consideration and Option L is identified as the preferred maintenance

facility site.
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L-021-001

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of the light rail

storage and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter

2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. As a result of the

evaluation, the Yard 8 location is not recommended for further

consideration and Option L is identified as the preferred maintenance

facility site.

 

L-021-002

Direct and indirect impacts to land use are described in DEIR/EA Section

5.2, Land Use, and FEIR Chapter 2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives

Analysis. MassDOT cannot control land use by property owners along

the alignment or in the vicinity of the stations, but recognizes that the

presence of rail transit can impact nearby land use both adversely and

beneficially. Station design in particular can motivate transit-oriented

development, a Commonwealth goal for sustainable land use, which

could further reduce automobile traffic congestion and improve air

quality. As a result of the evaluation, the Yard 8 location is not

recommended for further consideration and Option L is identified as the

preferred maintenance facility site.
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L-021-003

As described in DEIR/EA Section 3.7, Build Alternatives, although the

extension to Mystic Valley Parkway/Route 16 was considered the

Preferred Alternative for a full-build of the Green Line Extension

Project, limitations on available funding prohibit the

Commonwealth from extending the Green Line beyond College Avenue

at this time.

 

L-021-004

MassDOT has committed to complete the final design of the proposed

Community Path between Lowell Street and the Inner Belt area.

MassDOT is not able to commit to funding the construction of

the Community Path. However, MassDOT will continue to work with the

City of Somerville to identify potential state and Federal funding

opportunities for the construction of the Community Path.
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L-022-001

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of the light rail

storage and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter

2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. As a result of the

evaluation, the Yard 8 location is not recommended for further

consideration and Option L is identified as the preferred maintenance

facility site.

Although the extension to Mystic Valley Parkway/Route 16 was

considered the Preferred Alternative for a full-build of the Green Line

Extension Project, limitations on available funding prohibit the

Commonwealth from extending the Green Line beyond College Avenue

at this time. MassDOT is considering initiating a community planning

process for a future extension to Mystic Valley Parkway/Route 16 to

obtain stakeholder input on station design and layout, neighborhood

impacts, economic development, and other area planning issues.

MassDOT is committed to completing all planning, design, and

engineering work - including the identification of necessary property

acquisitions - for the proposed extension of the Somerville Community

Path between Lowell Street and Inner Belt Road. The limits of the path

were predicated on the connections to NorthPoint being made through

the Inner Belt area via Inner Belt Road and the proposed Urban Ring

Bridge into the Lechmere area. However, the cessation of planning for

the Urban Ring Project has changed this anticipated

connection. MassDOT is unable to assume responsibility for designing

the Urban Ring Bridge as part of the Green Line Extension Project. That

being said, MassDOT is committed to working with the City of

Somerville, residents and businesses in the Brickbottom and Inner Belt

neighborhoods, and Community Path advocates to design the Path to

create improved connectivity within the Brickbottom and Inner Belt

neighborhoods and between the Community Path and the Green Line
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Extension.MassDOT has and will continue to coordinate with the City of

Somerville at appropriate milestones as the Project progresses.

 

L-022-002

In accordance with the Secretary’s Certificate on the DEIR/EA, station

designs and bicycle, pedestrian, bus and automobile access at each

station will be refined during preliminary engineering. The Public

Involvement Plan (PIP), Chapter 6 of the FEIR, describes MassDOT’s

plans for public involvement in the next phases of the Project.

 

L-022-003

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of light rail storage

and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter 2,

Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. This chapter includes real

estate impacts and order-of-magnitude capital costs for each

maintenance facility alternative. FEIR Section 2.3 provides a comparison

summary of environmental impacts for the three maintenance facility

alternatives. FEIR Section 2.4 describes any construction impacts and

construction mitigation measures associated with each of the three

maintenance facility alternatives. As a result of the evaluation, Option

L was identified as the preferred maintenance facility site. Design for the

maintenance facility will be developed during the Project’s preliminary

engineering stage. The Public Involvement Plan (PIP), Chapter 6 of the

FEIR, proposes a structure for community involvement

during preliminary engineering.
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L-022-004

The Green Line Extension storage and maintenance facility is a critical

component of the Proposed Project, and must be constructed as part of

the Project. Chapter 2 of the FEIR fully describes the environmental

impacts of the proposed storage and maintenance facility. In order to

maximize operating efficiencies, the facility must be constructed within

the same timeframe as the Green Line Extension Project, in the vicinity

of the Green Line Extension right-of-way, and north of downtown Boston.

The storage and maintenance facility alternatives include storage for

Green Line Extension vehicles and replacement of the existing

Lechmere Station vehicle storage. Storage capacity is also provided for

vehicles currently stored in trackways between Lechmere Station and

Government Center; this storage will be lost due to the Green Line

Extension.

 

L-022-005

As explained in FEIR Chapter 2, MassDOT has explored opportunities

for the Green Line Extension storage and maintenance facility to share

resources with the Boston Engine Terminal. The independent needs and

constraints of these facilities limit opportunities for shared resources.

MassDOT will coordinate with the MBTA during preliminary engineering

to maximize efficient land utilization between these storage and

maintenance facilities, if possible.

 

L-022-006

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of the light rail

storage and maintenance facility alternatives is provided in FEIR Chapter

2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. The evaluation considers

site access, as well as land use and connectivity impacts and

opportunities associated with each maintenance facility site alternative.

The DEIR/EA and FEIR include conceptual Project designs; the process
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for stakeholder coordination as these designs are refined is described in

the Public Involvement Plan (PIP), Chapter 6 of the FEIR.

 

L-022-007

At this stage it is not financially feasible to cover the storage area.

However, the design of the maintenance facility does not preclude future

potential overbuild or air rights development.

 

L-022-008

The DEIR/EA and FEIR (Chapter 5, Lechmere Station) include

conceptual station designs. These stations are designed to be consistent

with MBTA standards and compliant with ADA. Detailed designs for each

station will be further developed during the Project’s preliminary

engineering stage. The process for coordinating with the local

communities during station design is described in the Public Involvement

Plan (PIP), Chapter 6 of the FEIR.
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L-022-009

Direct and indirect impacts to land use are described in DEIR/EA Section

5.2, Land Use, and FEIR Chapter 2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives

Analysis. MassDOT cannot control land use by property owners along

the alignment or in the vicinity of the stations, but recognizes that the

presence of rail transit can impact nearby land use both adversely and

beneficially. Station design in particular can motivate transit-oriented

development, a Commonwealth goal for sustainable land use, which

could further reduce automobile traffic congestion and improve air

quality.

 

L-022-010

As the Project advances into preliminary engineering, further

consideration will be given to the compatibility of station, track, and

infrastructure design with conceptual future Green Line additions and

extensions.

 

L-022-011

DEIR/EA Section 3.9 describes the compatibility of the Green Line

Extension with other regional projects, such as the conceptual

reconstruction of McGrath Highway and the Urban Ring transit corridor

initiative. MassDOT has and will continue to coordinate with state and

local agencies at appropriate milestones as the Project progresses to

ensure, to the extent feasible, consistency with planning and other

projects.
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L-022-012

The conceptual plan for the Brickbottom Station will be refined during the

preliminary engineering stage, taking into consideration municipal,

neighbor, and other stakeholder concerns to the extent practical. The

Public Involvement Plan (PIP), Chapter 6 of the FEIR, proposes a

structure for community involvement during the station design process.

Based on the analysis conducted during development of the DEIR/EA, it

was determined that only one station would be warranted in the vicinity

of the Brickbottom neighborhood and Washington Street. This analysis

can be found in Appendix A of the DEIR/EA.

 

L-022-013

To the extent possible, Green Line Extension stations will be designed

for accessible, convenient transferring between MBTA bus routes and

Green Line light rail during preliminary engineering. MassDOT will work

with the MBTA during preliminary engineering to evaluate opportunities

to improve connections between existing bus routes and

proposed stations. The Public Involvement Plan (PIP), Chapter 6 of the

FEIR, describes MassDOT’s plans for public outreach as station designs

are refined in the next phases of the Project.
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L-022-014

MassDOT is committed to completing all planning, design, and

engineering work - including the identification of necessary property

acquisitions - for the proposed extension of the Somerville Community

Path between Lowell Street and Inner Belt Road. MassDOT is not able

at this point to commit to funding the construction of the Community

Path. The limits of the path were predicated on the connections to

Lechmere being made through the Inner Belt area via Inner Belt Road

and the proposed Urban Ring Bridge into the Lechmere area. However,

the cessation of planning for the Urban Ring Project has changed the

timing of this anticipated connection. MassDOT is unable to assume

responsibility for designing the Urban Ring Bridge as part of the Green

Line Extension Project. That being said, MassDOT is committed to

working with the City of Somerville, residents and businesses in the

Brickbottom and Inner Belt neighborhoods, and Community Path

advocates to design the Path to create improved connectivity within the

Brickbottom and Inner Belt neighborhoods and between the Community

Path and the Green Line Extension.

 

L-022-015

The amount of bicycle storage at each station is based on ridership

projections developed by CTPS. DEIR/EA Appendix D includes the

methods CTPS used to analyze demand for bicycle parking. Detailed

bicycle parking designs will be further developed during preliminary

engineering. The Public Involvement Plan (PIP), Chapter 6 of the FEIR,

proposes a structure for community involvement during the station

design process.
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L-022-016

In accordance with the Secretary’s Certificate on the DEIR/EA,

MassDOT has developed a Public Involvement Plan (PIP) for the Green

Line Extension Project. The PIP, Chapter 6 of the FEIR, describes

MassDOT’s plans for public outreach in the next phases of the Project.

 

L-022-017

As discussed in DEIR/EA Chapter 6 and FEIR Chapter 8, MassDOT has

complied with FTA-established guidelines to identify and then eliminate,

minimize, or offset noise and vibration impacts to sensitive receptors

above regulatory thresholds. FEIR Chapter 8 describes specific

proposed mitigation measures, plans for monitoring after construction,

and next steps pertaining to mitigation. The stakeholder coordination

process for Project mitigation is described in FEIR Section 6.3, Public

Outreach Strategies.

 

L-022-018

In accordance with the Secretary’s Certificate on the DEIR/EA,

MassDOT has prepared an FEIR for the Green Line Extension Project.

This limited scope FEIR addresses those requirements specified in the

Secretary’s Certificate on the DEIR/EA.
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L-022-019

To the extent possible, Green Line Extension stations will be designed

for accessible, convenient transferring between MBTA bus routes and

Green Line light rail during preliminary engineering. MassDOT will work

with the MBTA during preliminary engineering to evaluate opportunities

to improve connections between existing bus routes and

proposed stations. The Public Involvement Plan (PIP), Chapter 6 of the

FEIR, describes MassDOT’s plans for public outreach as station designs

are refined in the next phases of the Project.

 

L-022-020

The amount of bicycle storage at each station is based on ridership

projections developed by CTPS. DEIR/EA Appendix D includes the

methods CTPS used to analyze demand for bicycle parking. Detailed

bicycle parking designs will be further developed during preliminary

engineering. The Public Involvement Plan (PIP), Chapter 6 of the FEIR,

proposes a structure for community involvement during the station

design process.

 

L-022-021

The only Green Line Extension station that will provide parking is

Lechmere Station. Drop-off and pick-up areas will be provided at at

several stations. These will accommodate expected kiss-and-ride

activity. The DEIR/EA and FEIR (Chapter 5, Lechmere Station) include

conceptual station designs. Detailed designs for each station will

be further developed during the Project’s preliminary engineering stage.

The process for coordinating with the local communities during station

design is described in the Public Involvement Plan (PIP), Chapter 6 of

the FEIR.
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L-022-022

With the exception of replacing the existing parking at Lechmere Station,

no station parking is planned at any of the proposed Green Line

Extension stations.

 

L-022-023

A station at Mystic Valley Parkway/Route 16 and associated alignment

improvements northwest of the College Avenue Station terminus are not

included in the Proposed Project. At such time that the extension beyond

College Avenue can be advanced, MassDOT will re-evaluate the

proposed station layout at Mystic Valley Parkway/Route 16. MassDOT is

considering initiating a community planning process for a future

extension to Mystic Valley Parkway/Route 16 to obtain stakeholder input

on station design and layout, neighborhood impacts, economic

development, and other area planning issues.

 

L-022-024

A station at Mystic Valley Parkway/Route 16 and associated alignment

improvements northwest of the College Avenue Station terminus are not

included in the Proposed Project. At such time that the extension beyond

College Avenue can be advanced, MassDOT will re-evaluate the

proposed station layout at Mystic Valley Parkway/Route 16. MassDOT is

considering initiating a community planning process for a future

extension to Mystic Valley Parkway/Route 16 to obtain stakeholder input

on station design and layout, neighborhood impacts, economic

development, and other area planning issues.

 

L-022-025

The DEIR/EA and FEIR include conceptual station designs. Designs for

each station will be further developed during the Project’s preliminary

engineering stage. For safety reasons, the MBTA, the future owner and

operator of the Green Line Extension, has required that this rapid light
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rail transit corridor be entirely separated from vehicular, pedestrian, and

bicycle traffic.  This separation would not allow at-grade track crossing

for pedestrians and/or bicycles at any point.  Plans for Lowell Station and

the Community Path connection will be further refined during preliminary

engineering. The process for coordinating with the local

communities during the design process for stations, trackways, and the

Community Path is described in the Public Involvement Plan (PIP),

Chapter 6 of the FEIR.

MassDOT has and will continue to coordinate with the Study Area cities,

as well as state and local agencies, at appropriate milestones as the

Project progresses.  This will help ensure compliance with legal

requirements and, to the extent feasible, consistency with planning and

local priorities.

DEIR/EA Section 5.2 describes the Project's potential acquisitions. 

MassDOT will continue to evaluate opportunities to minimize these

property impacts.
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L-022-026

In accordance with FTA transportation modeling guidance, foreseeable

growth trends and specific permitted developments were included in the

ridership projections.
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L-022-027

In accordance with FTA transportation modeling guidance, foreseeable

growth trends and specific permitted developments were included in the

ridership projections.

 

L-022-028

As the Project advances into preliminary engineering, further

consideration will be given to the compatibility of station, track, and

infrastructure design with conceptual future Green Line additions, such

as a conceptual future station near the junction of the Medford and Union

Square branches.

 

L-022-029

MassDOT has noted and considered your comment. Thank you for your

interest in the Green Line Extension Project.
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O-001-001

MassDOT has committed to complete the final design of the proposed

Community Path between Lowell Street and the Inner Belt area.

MassDOT is not able to commit to funding the construction of

the Community Path. However, MassDOT will continue to work with the

City of Somerville to identify potential state and Federal funding

opportunities for the construction of the Community Path.

MassDOT is committed to completing all planning, design, and

engineering work - including the identification of necessary property

acquisitions - for the proposed extension of the Somerville Community

Path between Lowell Street and Inner Belt Road. The limits of the path

were predicated on the connections to Lechmere being made through

the Inner Belt area via Inner Belt Road and the proposed Urban Ring

Bridge into the Lechmere area. However, the cessation of planning for

the Urban Ring Project has changed the timing of this anticipated

connection. MassDOT is unable to assume responsibility for designing

the Urban Ring Bridge as part of the Green Line Extension Project. That

being said, MassDOT is committed to working with the City of

Somerville, residents and businesses in the Brickbottom and Inner Belt

neighborhoods, and Community Path advocates to design the Path to

create improved connectivity within the Brickbottom and Inner Belt

neighborhoods and between the Community Path and the Green Line

Extension.
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O-002-001

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of light rail storage

and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter 2,

Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. This chapter includes real

estate impacts and order-of-magnitude capital costs for each

maintenance facility alternative. FEIR Section 2.3 provides a comparison

summary of environmental impacts for the three maintenance facility

alternatives. FEIR Section 2.4 describes any construction impacts and

construction mitigation measures associated with each of the three

maintenance facility alternatives. As a result of the evaluation, Option

L was identified as the preferred maintenance facility site. However, it

should be noted that even without the use of Yard 8 for the maintenance

facility, the main line Green Line tracks will still be located in this area.

Design for the maintenance facility will be developed during the Project’s

preliminary engineering stage. The Public Involvement Plan (PIP),

Chapter 6 of the FEIR, proposes a structure for community involvement

during preliminary engineering. Chapter 8 of the FEIR describes

proposed mitigation measures and related monitoring after the

construction phase. 
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O-002-002

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of the light rail

storage and maintenance facility alternatives is provided in FEIR Chapter

2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. The evaluation considers

connectivity and other land use impacts and opportunities associated

with each maintenance facility site alternative.

As stated in FEIR Section 6.4.4, MassDOT and the MBTA will conduct a

series of public workshops to gather input on land use and facility design

issues from the communities. These workshop offer an opportunity to

discuss how facility design can influence indirect and cumulative effects,

such as economic development.

 

O-002-003

As explained in FEIR Chapter 2, MassDOT has explored opportunities

for the Green Line Extension storage and maintenance facility to share

resources with the Boston Engine Terminal. The independent needs and

constraints of these facilities limit opportunities for shared resources.

MassDOT will coordinate with the MBTA during preliminary engineering

to maximize efficient land utilization between these storage and

maintenance facilities, if possible.

 

O-002-004

The Green Line Extension storage and maintenance facility is a critical

component of the Proposed Project, and must be constructed as part of

the Project. Chapter 2 of the FEIR fully describes the environmental

impacts of the proposed storage and maintenance facility. The facility

must be constructed in the vicinity of the Green Line Extension right-of-

way to maximize operating efficiencies.

The storage and maintenance facility alternatives include storage for

Green Line Extension vehicles and replacement of the existing

Lechmere Station vehicle storage. Storage capacity is also provided for

vehicles currently stored in trackways between Lechmere Station and
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Government Center; this storage will be lost due to the Green Line

Extension.

 

O-002-005

Direct and indirect impacts to land use are described in DEIR/EA Section

5.2, Land Use, and FEIR Chapter 2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives

Analysis. MassDOT cannot control land use by property owners along

the alignment or in the vicinity of the stations, but recognizes that the

presence of rail transit can impact nearby land use both adversely and

beneficially. Station design in particular can motivate transit-oriented

development, a Commonwealth goal for sustainable land use, which

could further reduce automobile traffic congestion and improve air

quality.

 

O-002-006

FEIR Chapter 2 presents an analysis of noise and vibration impacts for

each site alternative. The storage and maintenance facility and its rail

approaches will be designed to minimize noise and vibration impacts to

neighboring properties and stakeholders. Noise and vibration mitigation

measures are described in FEIR Chapter 8, Draft Section 61 Findings

and Mitigation Commitments.

 

O-002-007

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of the light rail

storage and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter

2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. As a result of the

evaluation, Option L is identified as the preferred maintenance facility

site. Design of the facility, in preliminary engineering, will take into

consideration visual impact.

 

O-002-008

The DEIR/EA and FEIR (Chapter 5, Lechmere Station) include
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conceptual designs. Detailed designs for each station, the maintenance

facility, and the entire Project will be refined during the preliminary

engineering phase. As stated in DEIR/EA Section 3.7, the Project will

emphasize low-energy, low-impact, "green" design. The process for

coordinating with the local communities during Project design is

described in the Public Involvement Plan, Chapter 6 of the FEIR.

 

O-002-009

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of the light rail

storage and maintenance facility alternatives is provided in FEIR Chapter

2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. As a result of the

evaluation, the Mirror H location is not recommended for further

consideration and Option L is identified as the preferred maintenance

facility site.

 

O-002-010

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of the light rail

storage and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter

2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. As a result of the

evaluation, Option L is identified as the preferred maintenance facility

site. 

As explained in FEIR Chapter 2, MassDOT has explored opportunities

for the Green Line Extension storage and maintenance facility to share

resources with the Boston Engine Terminal, including employee parking.

The independent needs and constraints of these facilities limit

opportunities for shared resources. MassDOT will coordinate with the

MBTA during preliminary engineering to maximize efficient land

utilization between these storage and maintenance facilities.

 

O-002-011

MassDOT has developed proposed mitigation measures / draft Section
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61 findings for the Green Line Extension Project. These are provided in

DEIR/EA Chapter 6, Draft Section 61 Findings and Mitigation Measures.

Mitigation measures for the College Avenue and Lechmere Stations are

further described in FEIR Chapters 4 and 5, respectively. The mitigation

measures and procedures required by the Secretary's Certificate on the

DEIR are described in FEIR Chapter 8, Draft Section 61 Findings and

Mitigation Commitments. As the Project advances into preliminary

engineering and further detailed designs on mitigation are developed,

MassDOT will work with abutters, as appropriate, to consider

recommendations for mitigation.

 

O-002-012

MassDOT has developed proposed mitigation measures / draft Section

61 findings for the Green Line Extension Project. These are provided in

FEIR Chapter 8, Draft Section 61 Findings and Mitigation Measures. The

mitigation measures, steps for implementation, and post-construction

monitoring required by the Secretary's Certificate on the DEIR are also

described in FEIR Chapter 8. To the extent possible, MassDOT will work

to implement appropriate mitigation measures prior to construction,

 

O-002-013

Anticipated indirect and cumulative effects of the Project, including

impacts on corridor transportation and traffic, growth, property values,

land use, transit-oriented and economic development are described in

DEIR/EA Section 5.15, Indirect and Cumulative Effects. As stated in

FEIR Section 6.4, MassDOT and the MBTA will conduct a series of

public workshops to gather input on land use and facility design issues

from the communities. These workshops will offer an opportunity to

discuss how facility design can influence indirect and cumulative effects.

The DEIR/EA did evaluate the noise impacts at the Brickbottom

residences for both proposed Green Line branches.

Potential noise and vibration impacts were assessed for the southwest
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facade of the Brickbottom Artists Building, which abuts the existing

MBTA Fitchburg Commuter Rail line. Because the northeast façade

represents the location of the building with a potential for more severe

noise impact, findings for the southwest façade were not originally

reported in the DEIR/EA. These findings have been included in FEIR

Chapter 8. All noise projections take into account proposed changes to

the topography of the alignment, including things such as retaining walls

and grading.

During preliminary engineering, MassDOT will conduct further analysis

for several individual properties, including the Brickbottom Artists Lofts.

As described in FEIR Chapter 8, MassDOT will then be able to identify

the specific measures that will be appropriate for mitigating the Project's

noise and vibration impacts. The stakeholder coordination process for

Project mitigation is described in FEIR Section 6.3, Public Outreach

Strategies.

 

O-002-014

As described in DEIR/EA Chapter 6 and FEIR Chapter 8, MassDOT has

complied with FTA-established guidelines to identify and then eliminate,

minimize, or offset noise and vibration impacts above regulatory

thresholds to sensitive receptors. Where appropriate, MassDOT intends

to implement these measures prior to construction. FEIR Chapter 8

describes the process by which mitigation measures will be identified

and implemented. The stakeholder coordination process for Project

mitigation is described in FEIR Section 6.3, Public Outreach Strategies.

 

O-002-015

The Green Line Extension will have a positive impact on outdoor air

quality within the study area. Indoor air quality is unique to each

individual building, and is outside the scope of this project.
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O-002-016

MassDOT has been coordinating with the Brickbottom Artists Building

Trust throughout the MEPA process. As described in Chapter 2 of the

FEIR, the analysis of the maintenance facility alternatives considered

issues raised by the Brickbottom Artists Building Trust.  Chapter 6 of the

FEIR describes the Public Involvement Plan for the design and

construction process.

 

O-002-017

Chapter 2 of the FEIR provides an evaluation of the three maintenance

facility alternatives as required by the Secretary's Certificate on the

DEIR/EA.

 

O-002-018

In accordance with the Secretary’s Certificate on the DEIR/EA,

MassDOT has prepared an FEIR for the Green Line Extension Project.

This limited scope FEIR addresses those requirements specified in the

Secretary’s Certificate on the DEIR/EA.

 

O-002-019

In accordance with the Secretary’s Certificate on the DEIR/EA,

MassDOT has developed a Public Involvement Plan (PIP) for the Green

Line Extension Project. The PIP, Chapter 6 of the FEIR, describes

MassDOT’s plans for public outreach in the next phases of the Project.

 

O-002-020

The stakeholder coordination process for project mitigation is described

in FEIR Section 6.3, Public Outreach Strategies. As the Project

advances into preliminary engineering and further detailed designs on

mitigation are developed, MassDOT will work with abutters, as

appropriate, to consider recommendations for mitigation.
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O-002-021

MassDOT has developed proposed mitigation measures / draft Section

61 findings for the Green Line Extension Project. These are provided in

DEIR/EA Chapter 6, Draft Section 61 Findings and Mitigation Measures.

Mitigation measures for the College Avenue and Lechmere Stations are

further described in FEIR Chapters 4 and 5, respectively. The mitigation

measures and procedures for implementation required by the Secretary's

Certificate on the DEIR are described in FEIR Chapter 8, Draft Section

61 Findings and Mitigation Commitments. As the Project advances into

preliminary engineering and further detailed designs on mitigation are

developed, MassDOT will work with abutters, as appropriate, to consider

recommendations for mitigation.

 

O-002-022

MassDOT has committed to complete the final design of the proposed

Community Path between Lowell Street and the Inner Belt area.

MassDOT is not able to commit to funding the construction of

the Community Path. However, MassDOT will continue to work with the

City of Somerville to identify potential state and Federal funding

opportunities for the construction of the Community Path.

 

O-002-023

MassDOT is committed to completing all planning, design, and

engineering work - including the identification of necessary property

acquisitions - for the proposed extension of the Somerville Community

Path between Lowell Street and Inner Belt Road. MassDOT is committed

to working with the City of Somerville, residents and businesses in the

Brickbottom and Inner Belt neighborhoods, and Community Path

advocates to design the Path to create improved connectivity within the

Brickbottom and Inner Belt neighborhoods and between the Community

Path and the Green Line Extension.
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O-002-024

The conceptual plan for the Brickbottom Station will be refined during the

preliminary engineering stage, taking into consideration municipal,

neighbor, and other stakeholder concerns to the extent practical. The

Public Involvement Plan (PIP), Chapter 6 of the FEIR, proposes a

structure for community involvement during the station design process.

Based on the analysis conducted during development of the DEIR/EA, it

was determined that only one station would be warranted in the vicinity

of the Brickbottom neighborhood and Washington Street. This analysis

can be found in Appendix A of the DEIR/EA.

 

O-002-025

As the Project advances into preliminary engineering, further

consideration will be given to the compatibility of station, track, and

infrastructure design with conceptual future Green Line additions and

extensions.

 

O-002-026

DEIR/EA Section 5.2 describes the Project's potential acquisitions.

MassDOT is currently conducting detailed property surveys to obtain

more specific data. MassDOT will continue to evaluate opportunities to

minimize these property impacts.

 

O-002-027

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of the light rail

storage and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter

2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. As a result of the

evaluation, Option L is identified as the preferred maintenance facility

site.
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O-003-001

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of the light rail

storage and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter

2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. As a result of the

evaluation, the Yard 8 location is not recommended for further

consideration and Option L is identified as the preferred maintenance

facility site.
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O-004-001

In accordance with the Secretary’s Certificate on the DEIR/EA,

MassDOT has prepared an FEIR for the Green Line Extension Project.

This limited scope FEIR addresses those requirements specified in the

Secretary’s Certificate on the DEIR/EA. The following responses to

comments address these specific issues.
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O-004-002

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of light rail storage

and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter 2,

Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. This chapter includes real

estate impacts and order-of-magnitude capital costs for each

maintenance facility alternative. FEIR Section 2.3 provides a comparison

summary of environmental impacts for the three maintenance facility

alternatives. FEIR Section 2.4 describes any construction impacts and

construction mitigation measures associated with each of the three

maintenance facility alternatives. As a result of the evaluation, Option

L was identified as the preferred maintenance facility site. However, it

should be noted that even without the use of Yard 8 for the maintenance

facility, the main line Green Line tracks will still be located in this area.

Design for the maintenance facility will be developed during the Project’s

preliminary engineering stage. The Public Involvement Plan (PIP),

Chapter 6 of the FEIR, proposes a structure for community involvement

during preliminary engineering. Chapter 8 of the FEIR describes

proposed mitigation measures and related monitoring after the

construction phase. 

 

O-004-003

The DEIR/EA did evaluate the impacts of both Green Line Extension

branches on the Brickbottom Artists Building, in combination with the

impacts of Yard 8. FEIR Chapter 2 expands this analysis to include

impacts from Option L, the preferred storage and maintenance facility

location.
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O-004-004

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of the light rail

storage and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter

2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. As a result of the

evaluation, the Yard 8 location is not recommended for further

consideration and Option L is identified as the preferred maintenance

facility site. Land use impacts from Option L are also described in FEIR

Chapter 2.
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O-004-005

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of the light rail

storage and maintenance facility alternatives, including land use

impacts, is provided in FEIR Chapter 2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives

Analysis. As a result of the evaluation, the Mirror H location is not

recommended for further consideration and Option L is identified as the

preferred maintenance facility site.

 

O-004-006

DEIR/EA Section 5.2 describes the Project's potential acquisitions.

MassDOT is currently conducting detailed property surveys to obtain

more specific data. MassDOT will continue to evaluate opportunities to

minimize these property impacts.
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O-004-007

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of the light rail

storage and maintenance facility alternatives, including socioeconomic

impacts, is included in FEIR Chapter 2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives

Analysis. As a result of the evaluation, the Yard 8 location is not

recommended for further consideration and Option L is identified as the

preferred maintenance facility site. The City of Somerville anticipates

redeveloping the entire area surrounding the Brickbottom Artists Building

in a way that would increase property values. In general, access to rail

transit also increases property values.

 

O-004-008

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of light rail storage

and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter 2,

Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. This chapter includes real

estate impacts and order-of-magnitude capital costs for each

maintenance facility alternative. FEIR Section 2.3 provides a comparison

summary of environmental impacts for the three maintenance facility

alternatives. As a result of the evaluation, Option L was identified as the

preferred maintenance facility site. Design for the maintenance

facility will be developed during the Project’s preliminary engineering

stage. The Public Involvement Plan (PIP), Chapter 6 of the FEIR,

proposes a structure for community involvement during preliminary

engineering.
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O-004-009

Potential noise and vibration impacts were assessed for the southwest

facade of the Brickbottom Artists Building, which abuts the existing

MBTA Fitchburg Commuter Rail line. Because the northeast façade

represents the location of the building with a potential for more severe

noise impact, findings for the southwest façade were not originally

reported in the DEIR/EA. These findings have been included in FEIR

Chapter 8. In addition, the outdoor-to-indoor noise level reductions of the

existing Brickbottom Artists Building façades have been measured and

future interior noise levels have been projected and assessed against

appropriate criteria. These findings are reported in the FEIR, including

more detailed mitigation recommendations.

Based on recent site visits to the property, exterior land use with frequent

human use has been identified at Brickbottom Artists Building and

potential noise impact and mitigation will be assessed accordingly.

Findings and associated mitigation commitments will be evaluated during

preliminary engineering.

 

O-004-010

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of the light rail

storage and maintenance facility alternatives, including noise impacts, is

provided in FEIR Chapter 2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis.

As a result of the evaluation, the Mirror H location is not recommended

for further consideration and Option L is identified as the preferred

maintenance facility site.
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O-004-011

As discussed in DEIR/EA Chapter 6 and FEIR Chapter 8, MassDOT has

complied with FTA-established guidelines to identify and then eliminate,

minimize, or offset noise and vibration impacts to sensitive receptors

above regulatory thresholds. FEIR Chapter 8 describes specific

proposed mitigation measures, plans for monitoring after construction,

and next steps pertaining to mitigation. The stakeholder coordination

process for Project mitigation is described in FEIR Section 6.3, Public

Outreach Strategies.
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O-004-012

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of the light rail

storage and maintenance facility alternatives, including vibration

impacts, is included in FEIR Chapter 2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives

Analysis. As a result of the evaluation, Option L is identified as the

preferred maintenance facility site.

 

O-004-013

As stated in Section 5.13.2.2 of the DEIR/EA, there would be indirect

visual impacts to nearby historic architectural resources from the Yard 8

storage and maintenance facility but the effects are not expected to be

adverse. As noted above, the Yard 8 site has been eliminated from

further consideration, and Option L has been selected as the preferred

maintenance facility site.

 

O-004-014

Please see response to Comment O-004-013.

 

O-004-015

The quoted sentence concludes with "... the increase in noise would not

alter the characteristics that qualify these properties for listing in the

National Register." That is, a sense of quiet is not a factor in the listing

eligibility determination for this property.

 

O-004-016

As stated in Section 5.13.2.3 of the DEIR/EA, indirect visual impacts on

the setting of nearby historic architectural resources are expected from

the Yard 8 facility, but the effects are not expected to be adverse. In any

event, the Yard 8 site has been eliminated from further consideration for

the storage and maintenance facility; Option L is the preferred site.
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O-004-017

In accordance with the Secretary's Certificate on the DEIR/EA, impacts

to selected environmental resources from the alternative maintenance

facility sites are evaluated in the FEIR, Chapter 2.

 

O-004-018

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of the light rail

storage and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter

2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. As a result of the

evaluation, the Yard 8 location is not recommended for further

consideration and Option L is identified as the preferred maintenance

facility site.

 

O-004-019

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of light rail storage

and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter 2,

Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. FEIR Section 2.3 provides a

comparison summary of environmental impacts for the three

maintenance facility alternatives, including archaeological resources.  As

a result of the evaluation, Option L was identified as the preferred

maintenance facility site. Design for the maintenance facility will

be developed during the Project’s preliminary engineering stage. The

Public Involvement Plan (PIP), Chapter 6 of the FEIR, proposes a

structure for community involvement during preliminary engineering.

 

O-004-020

Section 4(f) and  Section 106 regulations would apply to any land

acquisition required from the former A&P Warehouse property. During

preliminary engineering, MassDOT will continue to evaluate

opportunities to minimize property acquisitions and impacts.

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of the light rail
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storage and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter

2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. As a result of the

evaluation, the Yard 8 location is not recommended for further

consideration and Option L is identified as the preferred maintenance

facility site.

 

 

O-004-021

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of the light rail

storage and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter

2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. As a result of the

evaluation, the Yard 8 location is not recommended for further

consideration and Option L is identified as the preferred maintenance

facility site.

 

O-004-022

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of light rail storage

and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter 2,

Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. This chapter includes real

estate impacts and order-of-magnitude capital costs for each

maintenance facility alternative. FEIR Section 2.3 provides a comparison

summary of environmental impacts for the three maintenance facility

alternatives. FEIR Section 2.4 describes any construction impacts and

construction mitigation measures associated with each of the three

maintenance facility alternatives. As a result of the evaluation, Option

L was identified as the preferred maintenance facility site. However, it

should be noted that even without the use of Yard 8 for the maintenance

facility, the main line Green Line tracks will still be located in this area.

Design for the maintenance facility will be developed during the Project’s

preliminary engineering stage. The Public Involvement Plan (PIP),

Chapter 6 of the FEIR, proposes a structure for community involvement
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during preliminary engineering. Chapter 8 of the FEIR describes

proposed mitigation measures and related monitoring after the

construction phase. 

 

O-004-023

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of the light rail

storage and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter

2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. As a result of the

evaluation, the Yard 8 location is not recommended for further

consideration and Option L is identified as the preferred maintenance

facility site.

 

O-004-024

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of light rail storage

and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter 2,

Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. This chapter includes an

evaluation of the visual impacts of the three maintenance facility

alternatives, and impacts to land uses. As documented in the FEIR,

Option L is MassDOT's preferred location for the maintenance facility.

Design for the maintenance facility will be developed during the Project’s

preliminary engineering stage. The Public Involvement Plan (PIP),

Chapter 6 of the FEIR, proposes a structure for community involvement

during preliminary engineering.  

 

O-004-025

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of the light rail

storage and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter

2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. As a result of the

evaluation, the Yard 8 location is not recommended for further

consideration and Option L is identified as the preferred maintenance

facility site.

For any maintenance facility site, construction contractors will be
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required to comply with relevant federal, state, and local laws,

regulations, and codes to eliminate or minimize adverse effects (such as

noise and vibration levels, and traffic flow) to environmental and social

resources. The Public Involvement Plan (PIP), Chapter 6 of the FEIR,

proposes a structure for community involvement during the next phases

of the Project: design and construction.

 

O-004-026

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of light rail storage

and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter 2,

Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. This chapter includes real

estate impacts and order-of-magnitude capital costs for each

maintenance facility alternative. FEIR Section 2.3 provides a comparison

summary of environmental impacts for the three maintenance facility

alternatives. FEIR Section 2.4 describes any construction impacts and

construction mitigation measures associated with each of the three

maintenance facility alternatives. As a result of the evaluation, Option

L was identified as the preferred maintenance facility site. However, it

should be noted that even without the use of Yard 8 for the maintenance

facility, the main line Green Line tracks will still be located in this area.

Design for the maintenance facility will be developed during the Project’s

preliminary engineering stage. The Public Involvement Plan (PIP),

Chapter 6 of the FEIR, proposes a structure for community involvement

during preliminary engineering. Chapter 8 of the FEIR describes

proposed mitigation measures and related monitoring after the

construction phase. 

 

O-004-027

MassDOT has developed proposed mitigation measures / draft Section

61 findings for the Green Line Extension Project. These are provided in

FEIR Chapter 8, Draft Section 61 Findings and Mitigation Measures. The

mitigation measures, steps for implementation, and post-construction
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monitoring required by the Secretary's Certificate on the DEIR are also

described in FEIR Chapter 8.

 

O-004-028

The conceptual plan for the Brickbottom Station will be refined during the

preliminary engineering stage, taking into consideration municipal,

neighbor, and oher stakeholder concerns to the extent practical.   Yard 8

is no longer MassDOT's preferred site for the maintenance facility, which

is currently proposed for the Option L site.

 

O-004-029

While MassDOT intends to share appropriate design documents with

interested parties, it is not MassDOT policy to reimburse individuals or

their consultants for design reviews. The responsibility for review lies

with the individuals.

 

O-004-030

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of the light rail

storage and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter

2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. As a result of the

evaluation, the Yard 8 location is not recommended for further

consideration and Option L is identified as the preferred maintenance

facility site.

 

O-004-031

All previous and future environmental documents, including but not

limited to the DEIR/EA, FEIR, and Final EA, describe the environmental

impacts resulting from the Proposed Project. Each of these documents

will be made available to the public.

 

O-004-032

MassDOT will share electronic versions of appropriate design
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documents to requesting individuals as they become available and are

ready for release.

 

O-004-033

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of the light rail

storage and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter

2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. As a result of the

evaluation, the Yard 8 location is not recommended for further

consideration and Option L is identified as the preferred maintenance

facility site.

 

O-004-034

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of the light rail

storage and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter

2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. As a result of the

evaluation, the Yard 8 location is not recommended for further

consideration and Option L is identified as the preferred maintenance

facility site.

 

O-004-035

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of the light rail

storage and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter

2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. As a result of the

evaluation, Option L is identified as the preferred maintenance facility

site.

 

O-004-036

MassDOT is committed to completing all planning, design, and

engineering work - including the identification of necessary property

acquisitions - for the proposed extension of the Somerville Community

Path between Lowell Street and Inner Belt Road. MassDOT is committed

to working with the City of Somerville, residents and businesses in the
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Brickbottom and Inner Belt neighborhoods, and Community Path

advocates to design the Path to improve connectivity within the

Brickbottom and Inner Belt neighborhoods and between the Community

Path and the Green Line Extension.

 

O-004-037

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of the light rail

storage and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter

2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. As a result of the

evaluation, the Yard 8 location is not recommended for further

consideration and Option L is identified as the preferred maintenance

facility site.

 

O-004-038

Please see response to Comment O-004-037.

 

O-004-039

Please see response to Comment O-004-037.

 

O-004-040

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of the light rail

storage and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter

2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. As a result of the

evaluation, Option L is identified as the preferred maintenance facility

site.

 

O-004-041

Construction impacts of the Project are described in each environmental

resource section in DEIR/EA Chapter 5, Environmental Consequences.

Pedestrian and vehicular access to abutting properties will be maintained

at all times. Construction contractors will be required to comply with

relevant federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and codes to
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eliminate or minimize adverse effects (such as noise and vibration levels,

and traffic flow) to environmental and social resources. The Public

Involvement Plan (PIP), Chapter 6 of the FEIR, proposes a structure for

community involvement during the next phases of the Project: design

and construction.

 

O-004-042

As discussed in DEIR/EA Chapter 6 and FEIR Chapter 8, MassDOT has

complied with FTA-established guidelines to identify and then eliminate,

minimize, or offset noise and vibration impacts to sensitive receptors

above regulatory thresholds. FEIR Chapter 8 describes specific

proposed mitigation measures, plans for monitoring after construction,

and next steps pertaining to mitigation. The stakeholder coordination

process for Project mitigation is described in FEIR Section 6.3, Public

Outreach Strategies. 

MassDOT has developed proposed mitigation measures / draft Section

61 findings for the Green Line Extension Project. These are provided in

FEIR Chapter 8, Draft Section 61 Findings and Mitigation Measures. The

mitigation measures, steps for implementation, and post-construction

monitoring required by the Secretary's Certificate on the DEIR are also

described in FEIR Chapter 8.

 

O-004-043

Please see response to Comment O-004-042.

 

O-004-044

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of the light rail

storage and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter

2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. As a result of the

evaluation, the Yard 8 location is not recommended for further
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consideration and Option L is identified as the preferred maintenance

facility site.

 

O-004-045

As described in DEIR/EA Chapter 6 and FEIR Chapter 8, MassDOT has

complied with FTA-established guidelines to identify and then eliminate,

minimize, or offset noise and vibration impacts above regulatory

thresholds to sensitive receptors. Where appropriate, MassDOT intends

to implement these measures prior to construction. FEIR Chapter 8

describes the process by which mitigation measures will be identified

and implemented. The stakeholder coordination process for Project

mitigation is described in FEIR Section 6.3, Public Outreach Strategies.

During preliminary engineering MassDOT will consider opportunities to

shift tracks farther from the Brickbottom Condominiums if possible.

 

O-004-046

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of the light rail

storage and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter

2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. As a result of the

evaluation, the Yard 8 location is not recommended for further

consideration and Option L is identified as the preferred maintenance

facility site.

 

O-004-047

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of the light rail

storage and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter

2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. As a result of the

evaluation, the Yard 8 location is not recommended for further

consideration and Option L is identified as the preferred maintenance

facility site.
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O-004-048

As discussed in DEIR/EA Chapter 6 and FEIR Chapter 8, MassDOT has

complied with FTA-established guidelines to identify and then eliminate,

minimize, or offset noise and vibration impacts to sensitive receptors

above regulatory thresholds. FEIR Chapter 8 describes specific

proposed mitigation measures, plans for monitoring after construction,

and next steps pertaining to mitigation. The stakeholder coordination

process for Project mitigation is described in FEIR Section 6.3, Public

Outreach Strategies.

MassDOT has developed proposed mitigation measures / draft Section

61 findings for the Green Line Extension Project. These are provided in

FEIR Chapter 8, Draft Section 61 Findings and Mitigation Measures. The

mitigation measures, steps for implementation, and post-construction

monitoring required by the Secretary's Certificate on the DEIR are also

described in FEIR Chapter 8.

 

O-004-049

Please see response to Comment O-004-048.

 

O-004-050

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of the light rail

storage and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter

2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. As a result of the

evaluation, Option L is identified as the preferred maintenance facility

site.

 

O-004-051

Please see response to Comment O-004-048.

 

O-004-052

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of the light rail
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storage and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter

2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. As a result of the

evaluation, the Yard 8 location is not recommended for further

consideration and Option L is identified as the preferred maintenance

facility site.

 

O-004-053

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of the light rail

storage and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter

2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. As a result of the

evaluation, the Yard 8 location is not recommended for further

consideration and Option L is identified as the preferred maintenance

facility site.

 

O-004-054

DEIR/EA Section 5.2 describes the Project's potential acquisitions.

MassDOT will continue to evaluate opportunities to minimize these

property impacts, consistent with the requirements of the Section 4(f)

and Section 106 regulations.

 

O-004-055

As stated in Section 6.5.4.7 of the DEIR/EA, new doors, windows, or

other insulating treatments will be appropriate for the historic property

and meet the Secretary of the Interior's standards for rehabilitation.

 

O-004-056

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of the light rail

storage and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter

2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. As a result of the

evaluation, the Yard 8 location is not recommended for further

consideration and Option L is identified as the preferred maintenance

facility site.
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O-004-057

Please see response to Comment O-004-054.

 

O-004-058

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of the light rail

storage and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter

2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. As a result of the

evaluation, Option L is identified as the preferred maintenance facility

site.

 

O-004-059

Please see response to Comment O-004-058.

 

O-004-060

Construction impacts of the Project are described in each environmental

resource section in DEIR/EA Chapter 5, Environmental Consequences.

Pedestrian and vehicular access to abutting properties will be maintained

at all times. Construction contractors will be required to comply with

relevant federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and codes to

eliminate or minimize adverse effects (such as noise and vibration levels,

and traffic flow) to environmental and social resources. The Public

Involvement Plan (PIP), Chapter 6 of the FEIR, proposes a structure for

community involvement during the next phases of the Project: design

and construction.

 

O-004-061

Construction impacts of the Project are described in each environmental

resource section in DEIR/EA Chapter 5, Environmental Consequences.

Pedestrian and vehicular access to abutting properties will be maintained

at all times. Construction contractors will be required to comply with

relevant federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and codes to

eliminate or minimize adverse effects (such as noise and vibration levels,
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and traffic flow) to environmental and social resources. The Public

Involvement Plan (PIP), Chapter 6 of the FEIR, proposes a structure for

community involvement during the next phases of the Project: design

and construction.

 

O-004-061

Construction impacts of the Project are described in each environmental

resource section in DEIR/EA Chapter 5, Environmental Consequences.

Pedestrian and vehicular access to abutting properties will be maintained

at all times. Construction contractors will be required to comply with

relevant federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and codes to

eliminate or minimize adverse effects (such as noise and vibration levels,

and traffic flow) to environmental and social resources. The Public

Involvement Plan (PIP), Chapter 6 of the FEIR, proposes a structure for

community involvement during the next phases of the Project: design

and construction.

 

O-004-062

Please see response to Comment O-004-061.

 

O-004-063

Please see response to Comment O-004-061.

 

O-004-064

In accordance with the Secretary’s Certificate on the DEIR/EA,

MassDOT has developed a Public Involvement Plan (PIP) for the Green

Line Extension Project. The PIP, Chapter 6 of the FEIR, describes

MassDOT’s plans for public outreach in the next phases of the Project,

including construction.

 

O-004-065

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of the light rail
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storage and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter

2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. As a result of the

evaluation, Option L is identified as the preferred maintenance facility

site.

 

O-004-066

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of the light rail

storage and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter

2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. As a result of the

evaluation, the Yard 8 location is not recommended for further

consideration and Option L is identified as the preferred maintenance

facility site.

 

O-004-067

The DEIR/EA and FEIR include conceptual Project designs. Designs

for the storage and maintenance facility will be refined during the

Project’s preliminary engineering stage. The process for coordinating

with local communities during Project design is described in the Public

Involvement Plan (PIP), Chapter 6 of the FEIR.

 

O-004-068

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of light rail storage

and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter 2,

Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. This chapter includes real

estate impacts and order-of-magnitude capital costs for each

maintenance facility alternative. FEIR Section 2.3 provides a comparison

summary of environmental impacts for the three maintenance facility

alternatives. FEIR Section 2.4 describes any construction impacts and

construction mitigation measures associated with each of the three

maintenance facility alternatives. As a result of the evaluation, Option

L was identified as the preferred maintenance facility site. However, it

should be noted that even without the use of Yard 8 for the maintenance
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facility, the main line Green Line tracks will still be located in this area.

Design for the maintenance facility will be developed during the Project’s

preliminary engineering stage. The Public Involvement Plan (PIP),

Chapter 6 of the FEIR, proposes a structure for community involvement

during preliminary engineering. Chapter 8 of the FEIR describes

proposed mitigation measures and related monitoring after the

construction phase. 

 

O-004-069

Please see response to Comment O-004-068.
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O-005-001

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of light rail storage

and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter 2,

Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. This chapter includes real

estate impacts and order-of-magnitude capital costs for each

maintenance facility alternative. FEIR Section 2.3 provides a comparison

summary of environmental impacts for the three maintenance facility

alternatives. FEIR Section 2.4 describes any construction impacts and

construction mitigation measures associated with each of the three

maintenance facility alternatives. As a result of the evaluation, Option

L was identified as the preferred maintenance facility site. However, it

should be noted that even without the use of Yard 8 for the maintenance

facility, the main line Green Line tracks will still be located in this area.

Design for the maintenance facility will be developed during the Project’s

preliminary engineering stage. The Public Involvement Plan (PIP),

Chapter 6 of the FEIR, proposes a structure for community involvement

during preliminary engineering. Chapter 8 of the FEIR describes

proposed mitigation measures and related monitoring after the

construction phase. 
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O-005-002

In accordance with the Secretary’s Certificate on the DEIR/EA,

MassDOT has prepared an FEIR for the Green Line Extension Project.

This limited scope FEIR addresses those requirements specified in the

Secretary’s Certificate on the DEIR/EA.
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O-005-003

The Green Line Extension storage and maintenance facility is a critical

component of the Proposed Project, and must be constructed as part of

the Project. Chapter 2 of the FEIR fully describes the environmental

impacts of the proposed storage and maintenance facility. In order to

maximize operating efficiencies, the facility must be constructed within

the same timeframe as the Green Line Extension Project, in the vicinity

of the Green Line Extension right-of-way, and north of downtown Boston.

The storage and maintenance facility alternatives include storage for

Green Line Extension vehicles and replacement of the existing

Lechmere Station vehicle storage. Storage capacity is also provided for

vehicles currently stored in trackways between Lechmere Station and

Government Center; this storage will be lost due to the Green Line

Extension.

 

O-005-004

An expanded technical and environmental analysis of light rail storage

and maintenance facility alternatives is included in FEIR Chapter 2,

Maintenance Facility Alternatives Analysis. This chapter includes real

estate impacts and order-of-magnitude capital costs for each

maintenance facility alternative. FEIR Section 2.3 provides a comparison

summary of environmental impacts for the three maintenance facility

alternatives. FEIR Section 2.4 describes any construction impacts and

construction mitigation measures associated with each of the three

maintenance facility alternatives. As a result of the evaluation, Option

L was identified as the preferred maintenance facility site. However, it

should be noted that even without the use of Yard 8 for the maintenance

facility, the main line Green Line tracks will still be located in this area.

Design for the maintenance facility will be developed during the Project’s

preliminary engineering stage. The Public Involvement Plan (PIP),

Chapter 6 of the FEIR, proposes a structure for community involvement

during preliminary engineering. Chapter 8 of the FEIR describes
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proposed mitigation measures and related monitoring after the

construction phase. 

As explained in FEIR Chapter 2, MassDOT has explored opportunities

for the Green Line Extension storage and maintenance facility to share

resources with the Boston Engine Terminal. The independent needs and

constraints of these facilities limit opportunities for shared resources.

MassDOT will coordinate with the MBTA during preliminary engineering

to maximize efficient land utilization between these storage and

maintenance facilities.

 

O-005-005

An expanded analysis of potential noise and vibration impacts at the

Brickbottom Artists Buildings is included in FEIR Chapter 8. These

projections take into account the collective impacts of rail uses in the

area.

 

O-005-006

As discussed in DEIR/EA Chapter 6 and FEIR Chapter 8, MassDOT has

complied with FTA-established guidelines to identify and then eliminate,

minimize, or offset noise and vibration impacts to sensitive receptors

above regulatory thresholds.

 

O-005-007

DEIR/EA Section 5.2 describes the Project's potential acquisitions.

MassDOT is currently conducting detailed property surveys to obtain

more specific data. MassDOT will continue to evaluate opportunities to

minimize these property impacts.

 

O-005-008

Please see response to Comment O-005-004.
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O-005-009

MassDOT has developed proposed mitigation measures / draft Section

61 findings for the Green Line Extension Project. These are provided in

DEIR/EA Chapter 6, Draft Section 61 Findings and Mitigation Measures.

The mitigation measures and procedures for implementation required by

the Secretary's Certificate on the DEIR are described in FEIR Chapter 8,

Draft Section 61 Findings and Mitigation Commitments.

 

O-005-010

The stakeholder coordination process for project mitigation is described

in FEIR Section 6.3, Public Outreach Strategies. As the Project

advances into preliminary engineering and further detailed designs on

mitigation are developed, MassDOT will work with abutters, as

appropriate, to consider recommendations for mitigation.

 

O-005-011

MassDOT has developed proposed mitigation measures / draft Section

61 findings for the Green Line Extension Project. These are provided in

FEIR Chapter 8, Draft Section 61 Findings and Mitigation Measures. The

mitigation measures, steps for implementation, and post-construction

monitoring required by the Secretary's Certificate on the DEIR are also

described in FEIR Chapter 8.

 

O-005-012

MassDOT is committed to completing all planning, design, and

engineering work - including the identification of necessary property

acquisitions - for the proposed extension of the Somerville Community

Path between Lowell Street and Inner Belt Road. MassDOT is not able

at this point to commit to funding the construction of the Community

Path. The limits of the path were predicated on the connections to

Lechmere being made through the Inner Belt area via Inner Belt Road

and the proposed Urban Ring Bridge into the Lechmere area. However,
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the cessation of planning for the Urban Ring Project has changed the

timing of this anticipated connection. MassDOT is unable to assume

responsibility for designing the Urban Ring Bridge as part of the Green

Line Extension Project. That being said, MassDOT is committed to

working with the City of Somerville, residents and businesses in the

Brickbottom and Inner Belt neighborhoods, and Community Path

advocates to design the Path to create improved connectivity within the

Brickbottom and Inner Belt neighborhoods and between the Community

Path and the Green Line Extension.

 

O-005-013

The conceptual plan for the Brickbottom Station will be refined during the

preliminary engineering stage, taking into consideration municipal,

neighbor, and other stakeholder concerns to the extent practical. The

Public Involvement Plan (PIP), Chapter 6 of the FEIR, proposes a

structure for community involvement during the station design process.
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O-006-001

MassDOT has reviewed and considered the “Core Community

Principles” for station area land use, presented by Community Corridor

Planning. As described in the FEIR, Section 6.2 of the Public

Involvement Plan, MassDOT will hold land use workshops to discuss

related issues with the community.
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O-006-002

Direct and indirect impacts to land use are described in DEIR/EA Section

5.2, Land Use, and FEIR Chapter 2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives

Analysis. MassDOT cannot control land use by property owners along

the alignment or in the vicinity of the stations, but recognizes that the

presence of rail transit can impact nearby land use both adversely and

beneficially. Station design in particular can motivate transit-oriented

development, a Commonwealth goal for sustainable land use, which

could further reduce automobile traffic congestion and improve air

quality.
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O-007-001

MassDOT has reviewed and considered the “Core Community

Principles” for station area land use, presented by Community Corridor

Planning. As described in the FEIR, Section 6.2 of the Public

Involvement Plan, MassDOT will hold land use workshops to discuss

related issues with the community.
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O-007-002

Direct and indirect impacts to land use are described in DEIR/EA Section

5.2, Land Use, and FEIR Chapter 2, Maintenance Facility Alternatives

Analysis. MassDOT cannot control land use by property owners along

the alignment or in the vicinity of the stations, but recognizes that the

presence of rail transit can impact nearby land use both adversely and

beneficially. Station design in particular can motivate transit-oriented

development, a Commonwealth goal for sustainable land use, which

could further reduce automobile traffic congestion and improve air

quality.
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